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List of Papers, “Butler Cunningham”
(P) Published.
(SPB) Self-published book or book given for free on the Internet.
(R) Reports.
(PC) Projects for which I received credit.
(PNC) Projects for which I was not credited.
(H) Papers on which I helped other people, usually by writing, and was given authorial credit.
(BC) “Butler / Cunningham”. “BC” refers to a position for research and teaching, on agriculture and the
environment, in the College of Agriculture of Auburn University in Auburn, Alabama. Claude Boyd held
the position from about 2002 to about 2011. For his term, he, Wayne Shell, June burns, and I organized
a series of national conferences on topics related to agriculture and the environment. As part of the
position and the conferences, I made a website. I count the website as papers and a project. I wrote
reports for the website based on my own research. A few are included here. Power Points are intended to
be stand-alone to appear on the website, like a report. Items were revised after original appearance date
shown below.
(BC) “Butler / Cunningham”. “BC” refers to a series of three conferences and a website for an endowed
position for research on agriculture and the environment, from 2002 to 2006. I made the website, which I
count as a paper. My contributions to the site were reports based on research. A few are included here.
Power Points are intended to be stand-alone to appear on the website, like a report. Items were revised
after original appearance date shown below.
2003. BC. 00. Polioudakis, Emanuel. Website.
2003. BC. 01. Polioudakis, Emanuel. Introductory comments for conferences and website. Agriculture in
Alabama in 2002.
2003. BC. 02. Polioudakis, Emanuel. (Shell). History of land occupancy and use in Alabama.
2003. BC. 03. Polioudakis, Emanuel. The state of Alabama agriculture.
2003. BC. 04. Polioudakis, Emanuel. Brief current facts on Alabama land use. Power Point.
2003. BC. 05. Polioudakis, Emanuel. Farm incomes. Power point.
2003. BC. 06. Polioudakis, Emanuel. Alabama farmland and forestland over time. Power Point.
2003. BC. 07. Polioudakis, Emanuel. Alabama population. Power Point.

2003. BC. 08. Polioudakis, Emanuel. Rural redesign: the transformation of Alabama’s rural landscape.
Power point.

